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“I m
ight have a heart that beats and functions regularly, but I cannot confirm

 that I am
 alive”  Am

al Kenawy (1974-2012) EDGE  of 
ARABIA

Destroying borders to build a new 
future for Middle Eastern art 
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‘BETWEEN 
EXITS, 
PAINTINGS BY 
HANI ZUROB’ 
BY KAMAL BOULLATA 

Palestinian artist and writer Kamal Boullata highlights the work of 
Hani Zurob, one of the most exciting contemporary Palestinian 
artists working today, in this fi rst monograph. Organised 
chronologically, ‘Between Exits’ focuses on Zurob’s work over the 
past two decades, from his paintings produced in Palestine to his 
recent work made during his exile in France, where he has lived 
since 2006. Boullata had already written about Zurob in the fi rst 
comprehensive book to appear on Palestinian art published in 
2009 by Saqi Books in London. In it, he wrote: ‘Regardless of 
where they [Palestinians] resided, their art continued to grow out 
of their Palestinian experience. ... New generations of Palestinian 
artists continue to emerge wherever Palestinians are found in the 
world today. ...’

This is certainly true in the case of Zurob, who has experienced 
several exiles, fi rst from his native Gaza to the West Bank, and 
thence Paris. Boullata accompanies examples of Zurob’s art with 
explanations of how displacement, collective belonging and 
identity, central to the Palestinian reality, are always refl ected in 
the painter’s body of work, albeit during changing periods of his 
life and artistic style. Zurob describes his creative process as such: 
‘What I try to do when I paint is to rewrite my life; I try to place 
myself as a witness of the situations and the events I experience.

‘That’s why there are no boundaries between political matters 
and private stories in my work. My life has been up till now a 
series of displacements. Of course this has so much to do with 
certain historical and social facts. But when painting displacement 
becomes a matter of exploring the state of Wait, Halt and 
Deferral, I wonder if I can still talk about the particularity of the 
bodies I paint by relating them to some local conditions or to any 
specifi c dates.’

His 2007 ‘Marbles War’ series (mixed media, acrylic, pigment 
and tar on canvas) is an exercise in self-criticism. The marbles 
refer to the game he played with friends during his childhood at 
the time of the fi rst Intifada, but also to the various war games 
these same children are now playing as adults – now, marbles are 
no longer an innocent game.

In his mixed media ‘Standby’ series,  marking the 60th year of 
Israeli occupation, Zurob’s disjointed bodies represent time far 
beyond just several hours in an airport – this is a temporary 
situation that has become permanent. In the more recent ‘Flying 
Lesson’ and ‘Waiting’ series, Zurob’s young son is depicted 
waiting, wondering and asking logical questions that adults cannot 
answer. 
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